
                                       MOCK DRILL –TERRORIST ATTACK    

Terrorists are the worst type of threat faced by us in today’s world. These merciless 
slaughters of humans are trained from childhood hours how to use guns and 
grenade rather than pencils and toys. They don’t realize that a single bullet of their 
might take only a single life but it makes their loved ones living corpses and wake 
fear for life in hundreds. 

Keeping in mind the need for awareness about how to act during any such attacks 
a mock terrorist drill was organized in our school on 25th April 2018.  

A special type of hooter used only in case of a terrorist attack was blown. As soon 
as we heard the hooter we closed our classroom doors and piled benches against 
it so that it would be difficult for them to enter the room. Our teacher then told us 
to move away from the windows in case they start shooting blindly and to hide 
under respective benches. The whole class was under the spell of utter silence. 
After 15 minutes suddenly there were people (terrorist) banging doors in our wing 
and shouting for us to come out.  

The chaos ensued for about half an hour after which it was announced safe to come 
outside our classrooms. We came face-to-face with the terror the people who have 
been through such attacks would have felt even though those attacking us were 
just defense personals pretending to be terrorists and meaning no real harm to us. 

This experience was both thrilling and terrifying at the same time. 

 

 
 

 

                             
 



FIRE SAFETY-A REPORT-15/04/2019 
 

All government departments observed fire safety week as per instruction given by 
government. In our school Army organized different activities related to fire safety 
especially mock drill for sudden fire on 15-04-2019. In the beginning Principal gave 
brief introduction of guest then Army  officers and staff gave informative 
demonstration on different extinguisher and they also explained students about all 
type of fire (solid, liquid, and gas) and their causes and control mechanism. They  
concluded their demonstration with quote “fire is a good servant but bad master” 
After this demonstration a fire safety mock drill was organized which aimed at 
evacuation of school in case of sudden fire? 
 All students and teacher participated in the drill enthusiastically. We succeeded in 
evacuation our school within 5 to 7 minutes and promised authority for faster 
evacuation in next drill. 

 
 
 
 
 


